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Abstract

i The relation between the CP violating operator OF/" and its effectiveversion L_,H is reconsidered on the basis of the anomalous Ward-Takahashi

(WT) identity. The consistency of the pre'Aous phenomenological calcula-
tions of the neutron electric dipole moment (NEDM) with the WT identity

is critically examined. A consistent evaluation of an O(N °) contribution to
NEDM is given and the result is compared with the leading term in the chiral

expansion which is O(Ni'X ).
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I. Introduction

The absence of the OFF term is one of the long-standing problems in
QCD, which have stimulated the search for the rationale such as the Peccei-

Quinn symmetry 1 and its variations (see the review, ref.2). Experimentally,
the most stringent bound on 0 comes from the measurement of the neutron
electric dipole moment (NEDM) 3 which should vanish if there is no CP vio-

lation. (As for the recent review of the general electric dipole moments, see
ref.4.) On the theoretical side, the precise calculation of NEDM is rather
difficult since it requires the non-perturbative evaluation of the nucleon ma-

trix element of FF. Instead of taking 3uch a matrix element, it has been

proposed to replace F/_ by an effective CP violating operator L_ written
only by the quark fields, s which makes one possible to apply the current al-

gebra techniques and the effective Lagrangians of QCD at low energies. So

far, a number of papers has been published based on this idea. (See the re-
views, ref.. 2,6) One of the problems of these approaches is that it is not clear

whether the results and the approximations adopted are consistent with the

anomalous Ward-Takahashi (WT) identity. Actually, some of the previous
calculations break the constreint from the WT identity as we will show.

The purpose of this paper is to clarify the above issue in view of a general
principle and also to point out the existence of a consistent tree-level con-

tribution to NEDM. 7 First, on the basis of the WT identity, we generalize

and develop the argument by Aoki, Gocksch, Manohar and Sharpe s where
the danger in the naive use of L_/p/ instead of F/_ is pointed out. The anal-

ysis is useful to clarify the problematic uoints in the previous calculations

of NEDM. Although some parts of section 2 overlap the argument of ref.8,
we put them in order to make our paper clear and self-contained. Then, in

section 3, we re-analyse NEDM based on an effective Lagrangian which is

consistent with the WT identity. A contribution which is leading in the large

Arcexpansion1 (but not leading in the chiral perturbation) is estimated and
compared to the term in the opposite limit (i.e. the term which is leading

near the chiral limit but subleading in large No). Section 4 is devoted to the
summary and concluding remarks.
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II. Anomalous WT Identity

We first assume the following anomalous WT identity for QCD without
a 0 term:

g2
((O_'J_(x)- 2m¢i"/5¢(x)- NI_F:"P_:,,(x))O + 6_O) = 0, (2.1)

where J_ is the (flavor singlet) axial current, m is the quark mass, 9 g is the
= le,_F_ withQCD coupling constant, Nf is the number of flavors, 1_

e0123= 1, and 6_ is the (infinitesimal) variation under the local chiral rotation

at site x, O is an arbitrary operator and (.) denotes the average over all the
configuration of quarks and gluons, l° If one recalls the derivation of the axial

anomaly, 11 it is easy to see that the above WT identity indeed implies the
following two independent equations when O contains the quark operators:

g2

((o" g_(x) - 2m6i'_s¢(x))O)di, = Yl l--_fi_2(F_"'_f;'__,,,(x)O ), (2.2)

((o_' g_(x) - 2m_bi'75¢(x))O>co,., = -(6_0>, (2.3)

where we have decomposed eq.(2.1) into the disconnected and connected

pieces following Aoki, Gocksch, Manohar and SharpeS; (AO)di_ denotes the
insertion of A into the quark loop and (AO)co, denotes the insertion of A

into the operator O. The famous triangle diagram which produces the axial

anomaly is a former example. In other words, Eq. (2.2) means that, if we
connect the fermion and anti-fermion operators in A to create the fermion

loop, the sum of O_'J2 and 2m_i'75_l, produces the anomaly at the lowest order
(g2), and the radiative corrections to these diagrams are always cancelled

between O"J_ and 2m¢i75_l, ( Adler-Bardeen Theorem12). Eq. (2.3) says
that the sum of the insertions of O_'J_ and 2m¢i"/5¢ into the fermion line,
which starts from or ends at the operator O, is always equal to the local

chiral variation of the operator O.

Now we consider the space-time integration of the anomalous WT identity
eqs. (2.2-3) . Since there are no massless particles which couple to the axial

current J_ as iong as m # 0, we can safely use the integration by parts:

J d4x(OuJSu(x)O>di,= ] d4x(OuJsu(x)O)_o,= 0.. (2.4)
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Thus we obtain

f d4x 2m(fbi'ysC(x)O)di, = -2Nf(QO ), (2.5)

f d"x 2m{¢iTs¢(x)O}_o, = f d'x(5_O), (2.6)

where the topological charge Q is defined as

g 2 t

Q- 32_r2jd4 u_-_ d4xq(x).xF_ F;_(x) - / (2.7)

Equation (2.5) implies that the disconnected insertion of fd4x mfbi'ys¢ is
identical to the insertion of-NIQ.

One can use the above relations to evaluate the effect of small 0 on the

physical quantities:

(O)o =- (0 exp(-iOQ)) (2.8)

,-, (O) -iO(QO)
m

• rn

"" (O exp[z0_ f _i'Ys¢l)di,

(Oexp[im

Eq.(2.8) repre_ents the precise meaning of the usual statement that the effect
of -iOQ can be replaced by the complex fermion mass term. (Note that one

can prove this equivalence even if 0 is not infinitesimal.) However one should
remark that the connected insertion of f d4x 2m(ki"ys¢(x) has nothing to do

with the 0 term as eq.(2.6) tells us; this produces only the chiral variation
of the external fermions in the operator O. This chiral rotation cannot

produce any physical effect as the equivalence theorem 13 tells us (we show

it explicitly in the last part of this section), which means that the connected
insertions are essentially zero for the physical processes once the on-shell

condition are imposed on the external lines. Note that our argument here
using the anomalous WT identity is applicable only to the first order effect

of 0. The advantage to assume small 0 (which is actually true in the real

4
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world) is that one can treat the 0-term by the first order perturbation theory

and does not have to worry about the change of the hadron propagators in
the 0-vaccum. For general 0, one has to calculate the two point functions e.g.
the 0-dependence of the nucleon propagator to extract the neutron electric
dipole moment, s

It will be useful here for the phenomenological evaluation of NEDM to

comment on the possible source of the violation of the above constraint. If
the connected insertion of fd4x 2m¢iTs¢(x)is considered and the finite
results are obtained for NEDM, one can imagine several possible origins of

such a fake result: (i) On the lattice, the violation of the WT identity by

the finite lattice spacing may cause the fake result. 14,s (ii) If the chiral non-
invariant intermediate states were used to calculate NEDM, it would break

tiae equality (2.6) and a non-zero result would be obtained. In fact, there
always exist contributions from the other intermediate states which ensure

the chiral invariance and tend to cancel the fake contribution. (Note that

the identity operator 1 = _ [n)(n[ is chiral invariant.) (iii) If the correct
on-shell condition for the nucleon is not imposed (which often occurs when
one uses the extended models of the nucleon which does not have an exact

covariance), a fake contribution remains since r.h.s, of eq.(2.6) does not
vanish.

Here let us briefly see what happens when one takes the chiral limit

(m ---, 0). One is not allowed to take the limit separately in eq.(2.5) and

(2.6) since each matrix element can have a massless pole, while it does not
appear in the sum: 15

f d4z 2m(_i%¢(x)O} = -2NI(QO } + f d'x (6_0}. (2.9)

By taking the chiral limit in this formula, one gets

2NI(QO ) -- f d4x (6_0), (2.10)

which is a well-known relation telling us that the effect of the 0 term is

equivalent to the chiral rotation with the angle -O/2N! in the chiral limit.
However, one should remember that it does not imply that there is no effect

of 0 in the matrix elements. In fact, off-shell matrix elements may be non-zero
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for the chiral non-invariant operators, e.g.,

o¢ / d4x (6_(¢iTs¢(y))} = '2{¢¢(y)} # O. (2.11)(¢i75¢(Y))0

Of course, as we mentioned and will show soon, the on-shell quantities for
, f d4x _xO are always zero, which implies that one cannot observe the physical

effect of 0 in the chiral limit. This gives a constraint on the structures of

the low energy effective theory of QCD; the terms induced by the UA(1)
anomaly of QCD should satisfy e.g. (2.10) which is violated in some previous
calculation of NEDM (e.g., ref.16). We will return to this point in section 3.

Now we give a brief proof of the vanishing of _O for on-shell physical

quantities as we promised. _r (We have defined _ = fd*x _ as the U(1)
global chiral rotatien.) Let us consider the following general operator:

l m 'n

o HB,H= "i li F_, (2.12)
i=1 j=l k=l

where Bi is a bosonic composite operator made of quarks, which produces a
physical meson with mass Mi, and/_) (ft'i) is a fermionic composite operator

made of quarks, which produces a physical fermion (anti-fermion) with mass

mi. as For examp!e, B_ = ¢75¢ or ¢_/,, F/=¢¢¢ and Fi=¢¢¢. x9

The on-shell amplitude S(O) is proportional to the pole residue T(O)

which is obtained from (O) by cutting the external legs and multiplying
the external wave functions with proper on-shell conditions according to the
reduction formula.

Now we will prove that S(_O)=O holds provided that the external mo-

menta satisfy the same on-shell conditions with those of S(O) . From eq.
(2.12),

60 = __, 6BiOs, + _ 6FLOE_ + _ 6FkO$,h, (2.13)
i j k

where OA is defined as 0 = ACA with A = _i, Fj or F_. The UA(1) chiral

rotation among the fields Bi, Fj and fi'k can be written using the c-number

matrices C, D and D'; 6Bi = _,jciCijBj, 6Fi = 75DiiF{ + _j¢:{ DijFi,
'- '--- DiiFiT,5 "4- _'_j_i . non-zeroDijF j The off-diagonal matrix elements
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of C, D and D' mean the presence of the chiral multiplet. The explicit
construction of these'operators for the nucleon can be seen in ref.20.

To prove S(O)=0, it is enough to prove S(_AOA) = 0 for an arbitrary

A = Bi, Fj or ilk. If the chiral symmetry is not broken, S(,SAOA) vanishes

, trivially since (O(A))=(O(A + 6A)). If the chiral symmetry is (explicitly
or spontaneously) broken, the masses of the particles in the chiral multiplet
become different, i.e. Mi # Mj and rn_ # mj for i # j.21 On the other

hand, the infinitesimal chiral rotation turns the original operator into the one
creating a particle with different mass or into the same particle with extra
3'5. Therefore it is easy to see that the on-shell condition for the original

particle kills the matrix element S(60): e.g.

S(,hBiOs, ) "_ _. .CijP_p__-M?M]T( BjOs, ) = 0, (2.14)

for the boson operators. (The same thing holds for fermions if one notes

Thus, S(,hAOA) = 0 for all A irrespective of the realization of the chiral
symmetry, which completes the proof. As we mentioned before, the assump-

tion of small 0 makes us possible to use the on-shell conditions at 0 = 0 in
the proof.

III. Electric Dipole Moment of Neutron

The measurement of the neutron electric dipole moment (NEDM) gives
the most stringent bound on the value of the 0-parameter at present. To

extract a bound on 0 from experiment, we need to calculate the following
matrix element in a reliable way:

i f d4z<n(p')]T[J,,(O)Lcp(:r,)lJn(p)> = -D,f_(p')o',,,Tsk"u(p), (3.1)

where Lcp(x) = -Oa(x) with q(x) being the topological charge density. (We

have already used the first-order perturbation for 0.) Various authors have
calculated the 1.h.s. of eq.(3.1) using the low energy effective theories of

7
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QCD (see the review, ref.2) or the numerical simulation on the lattice. 14 As
we discussed in section 2, however, one should keep in mind that only the

disconnected part has to be properly taken into account in the calculation
when one uses the effective operator L_/p/ in place of -Oq.

In the following, we will give a direct estimate of the 1.h.s. of eq.(3.1),
i.e. the matrix element of -OQ using an effective meson-baryon Lagrangian.
We will first calculate Dn in the 2-flavor case to show the essential points.
Then we examine the 3-flavor case and show that there exists a tree-level

O(N °) contribution to NEDM which has not been addressed so far. Essential
constraints from the WT identity discussed in sec.2 are (i) the vanishing of the

matrix element in the chiral limit and/or in the absence of the axial anomaly 2_

and (ii) the independence of the result under the change of variables.

The meson part of the low energy effective action inspired by the large

Nc QCD reads 23

f2
f_Tr(MU + MtU t)f-,M(U,O) = -_Tr(O"UO, U t) + T

+2q(x)Tr(logU -logU t) + _f2 q2(x)- Oq(x), (3.2)

where f_=93MeV, M is the explicit chiral symmetry breaking (M=diag(m], ,,n_)2
2 2rn_.-m_) for SU(3)), a is a constantfor flavor SU(2) and M=diag(m_, m.,

which controls the strength of anomaly and U is a chiral field defined by

U = exp(i¢"A_/f,_), (3.3)

with A° (a=0_Nl) being the flavor matrices normalized as Tr(A_A b) = 2ti_b.

£M has UL(Nf) ® UR(NI) invariance except ,or the explicit mass terms in
the large Arclimit, The breaking of the UA (1) sym .-netry due to the anomaly,
which occurs in the next leading oder of the large Arcexpansion, is summa-

rized in the 3rd term in eq.(3.2) representing the mixing of F/5 with ¢0. In

the N f = 2 case (¢1'2'3=71 "1'2'3, q_°--r]), the equation of motion at the tree
level 24yields the PCU1C relation 2s

q(x) = af,07(x), (3.4)

8
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and the parameter a is written as

1
= m_), (3.5)--

which is O(1/Nc) and vanishes in the absence of anomaly. °

Before considering the baryon sector, we will examine an implication of
the anomalous WT identity in this effective action. By changing the variables

in the flavor singlet meson such that 77---, r/-f,_O/2, we can eliminate -gq(x)
in (3.2) and get

f_.M(Ue-i°_°/2, 0) =--_f_Tr(O"UO, U t) + _f_Tr( MUe'i°_°12 + Mtei°_°/2ut)
i 1

+ -_q(x)Tr(logU -logV t) + _--_2q (x), (3.6)

where 0 appears only in the explicit symmetry breaking term correspond-

ing to the operator mCe-i°'_5/2¢ in the quark level. Both effective actions
ff..M(Ve -i0"_°/2,0) and £.M(U, 9) ehould give the same result since the change of
variables does not affect the physical quantities. 13Therefore we can conclude

imn'ediately that the CP violation in the physical quantities should vanish

in the absence of anomaly (' a = 0) and/or in the chiral limit (" m_ = 0).

Let us demonstrate this explicitly in the case of the 77---,27r decay. From

(3.2) and (3.4), the matrix element for this process is given by the zero
momentum insertion of -Oq(x) = -OhaT?(x),

-iOf,_a f d4z( lrl(z)lr+r-), (3.7)

at the tree level, while from (3.6), we obtain

i0 m_ × f d4x[( i (z)lr,+ r-) - (3.8)

Since at the tree level

2

f m, and f d4x(_TJ_?r+r-lr+r-)-l,f_m,

9



both (3.7) and (3.8) give the same result:

2
a m r

iO-f_ m'-_' (3.9)

which has the correct property mentioned above. If one takes the approxima-

tion m,_/m, << 1, which may be regarded as the large anomaly limit (a_oo)
or the chiral perturbation for m_ (but not for mn) , (3.9) reduces to iOm_/2f,_

being consistent with the result in ref.26. Therefore, the formula (3.9) has a
correct behavior both for a _ 0 and a _ cx_.

If there exists a small isospin breaking term,

f-_hm2Tr[Aa(U
+ut)]

it causes the mixing between ,7 and the neutral pion (Tr°). Then the matrix
element is modified as

-iOf,_a x f d4x[cos ¢(rllrlJTr+Tr -) -- sin ¢(r/lr°[r+r-)], (3.10)

where

(m_ - m_)2sin 2¢+ m_(1 + 2cos 2 ¢) + 6m2sin2¢
f d4x<r/Irllr+r->= 2 2

3f_m, 7

and

Jf d,z< l Ol + _> (m2.- m_)sin2¢- m_sin2¢ + 6m 2 cos2¢2 2
3f_m,_o

Here m_ is the charged pion mass and the mixing angle ¢ satisfies tan 2¢ =

2 2 2 rn_ +a _/a 2 -+-(6m2) 2.6m2/a with m n = m_ +a + k/a 2 + (6m2) 2 and m_0 = -
(Therefore the quantity a is expressed in terms of the meson masses: a =

(m_-i-mi0 - 2m_)/2. ) It is also easy to check that both (3.2) and (3.6) give
the same result.

The baryon sector in Nf=2 is written in terms of the baryon field trans-
forming as a fundamental representation of SU(2),

£s(B,U) = [_(iT . 0- aUts)B-'TBMB + B#a_,,,UtsB(O"AU). (3.11)

10
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Here the first term is manifestly chira7 invariant since Ub=exp(iTs¢"A_/f,_)

with A_=(1,A); the second term breaks U(2) in the same way with the meson
sector and the last term denotes the phenomenological (anomalous) magnetic

moment of the baryon with # being a 2x2 matrix and A u being the photon
field. A few comments are in order. First, we have constructed this effective

action to make Z:s UA(1) invariant (see Ut in the last term. It can be just
Uts=exp(-i75¢°.X°/f,_), but the difference does not matter ;n the tree-level

calculation of NEDM.). This is because the electromagnetism does not break
UA(1) although it breaks SU(2). (In principle, one can add terms which

break UA(1) but vanish in the chiral limit. Here we have neglected these
terms to make the argument simple. For the realistic SUf(3) case, see the

later discussion.) Secondly, we did not introduce the usual vector coupling
Au[[_%(.X3 + 1)P]/2 since it does not contribute to NEDM at the tree level
because of its vector nature.

Let us evaluate the matrix element (3.1) in two different ways which will
clarify how the general discussion in section 2 is realized and also what is

wrong in some of the previous calculations (in particular the ref.16). Here

we use (3.2) as an effective action for mesons. If we expand/:s up to the
first order of the meson fields, we get

f.._ = B(i_/. 0 - mg)B + [_#o',,,B(O_'A ")

+g,[3i%.X'_B¢ _' - [_#a,,,i75,_B(¢"/f,_)(O"A"), (3.12)

where g,=ol/f,, and mN = c_+ 7m_ are the pion-nucleon coupling constant
and the physical nucleon mass respectively. Another form of Z:s is obtained

by defining the chiral invariant nucleon N=Vfl_sB;

£_x = N(iT" 0- rng)Y + IV(_i"/,Ou_f_5)Y

-gwlq)_ai'TsN¢ = + S[#au,,N(O"A"), (3.13)

where gw = _/m_/f,_. One should note that this change of variables does
not alter the final result. _3If one uses (3.12) (case I), we have a pseudoscalar

(ps) nucleon-meson coupling and an additional contact photon-meson-baryon

coupling. On the other hand, in (3.13) (case II), we have a ps-coupling from
the explicit symmetry breaking and a pseudovector (pv) coupling from the
invariant term.

11
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Our CP-violating operator Lcp=-Oq is written by the gluon field carrying
zero momentum. Therefore the pv-coupling does not contribute at the tree

level and only two diagrams shown in Fig.1 are relevant in case II. The explicit
evaluation of them at the tree level gives

1 1
Dn = O(af,_) g,,,lz,,. (3.14)

m_ rn.N

The meaning of each term in Dm is self-evident, af,_ just denotes the cou-

pling strength of q(x) to the physical 77meson. Rewriting it by the physical
quantities, we obtain

m 2 2 2
D,_ =0 n- m'_ m_'"

2m_v m----_"Y#'' (3.15)

where we have defined a dimensionless number _ = ")'mN characterizing *,he
strength cf the explicit symmetry breaking. (3.15) shows that D,, vanishes

in the absence of anomaly (m n ---, m_) and/or in the chiral limit (m_ _ 0),
which is consistent with our constraint. The former aspect ensures that we

took into account only the disconnected piece correctly and the latter is

related to the fact (6(.9) ]o__,h_u=0. One should note that if one adopts the
first order of the chiral perturbation for m_ or takes a---+oo,a disappears from

the formula; D,, ---, O(m_/2m2u)_,,.

Let us now examine the large Nc behavior of cur Dn in (3.15). mN

and /_ are known to be O(Nc) quantities as the quark model tells us. 27 7

is also O(N_), since it is proportional to the _"- N sigma term. Therefore,
2-m_ ,_ O(N[X), we conclude that our D,, is O(N °)together with the fact m n

quantity. (Here one should not confuse the artificial limit a --+ 0 with the
large N_ limit.)

If we perform the same calculation using/:/s, we have three diagrams at

the tree level (r'ig.2). The sum of the first two gives

i 1 I c,

D 12 = -O(af_) m2 mlvg,#,_ = -Oa-_--frm-----_la,_, (3.16)

which does not vanish in the chiral limit, in other words, if one were not to

rnakc f_s UA(1) invariant, it gives a wrong result. The remedy comes from

!2
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the third term related to the UA(1) invariant magnetic moment which gives

03, = Oa--_#,. (3.17)

This term cancels a part of D_ 2 and recovers the desired result, eq.(3.15).

Since it becomes now clear how to do the consistent evaluation of NEDM

by the above exercise, let us give a diagnosis of the previou_ calculations.

They are classified in two categories: (i) The direct evaluation of -0Q using
the effective Lagrangians with an explicit gluon field 2s'29or with the instan-

ton induced vertex, 3° and (ii) calculations using L_c_,-.,Om¢i%¢ in piace of
_0Q.5,16,3x-35

In the former approach, there arises no contradiction to the general prin-
ciple since only the disconnected part is treated from the beginning. In
ref.28, the photoproduction of rf off the nucleon is adopted to estimate

Dn ",., (n I J,_FPIn). In ref.29, the pion loop contribution, which is a dom-

inant term in the chiral limit bezause of the factor log(m_/m_), is adopted
i following ref.32. In ref.30, the instanton-induced 't Hooft type vertex 36 is
! used to calculate NEDM in N I = 2 case.

In approach (ii), one has to make sure that the direct insertion defined in

section 2 is properly eliminated. For example, the direct insertion of L_ to
I the quark field gives a finite result on the lattice x4 which is an artifact due

l to the violation of the WT identity by the finite lattice spacing, s
I
l In the bag model, the non-zero result of NEDM is obtained by the in-

i sertion of L_ into the valence quarks in the lowest order of the bagged

! perturbation theory. 5,31 If one assumes that the valence quark in the bag
i model is the same with the current quark in QCD Lagrangian, the contribu-

t tion to the NEDM in the above calculation should vanish. Hence, the claim

] of the non-zero result should be a fake either due to the use of the chiral
i non-incariant intermediate states or the inappropriate on-shell condition for

i nucleon. If the valence quark is much more complicated object than the cur-
] rent quark (which is more plausible), there is no systematic way to single out

! only the disconnected pieces to calculate the matrix element of L_. There-
: fore, the the result of the bag model is not reliable also in this case because

i of the uncontrcllable contamination of the connected piece.

13



In ref.16 , it is claimed that a rather large [ Dm [ is obtained at the

tree level. However, the result has serious problems. First, the contam-
ination from the direct insertion is unavoidable since the matrix element

(0 [ _i75 q [ y'), which has both a connected and a disconnected piece, is

evaluated (note that 7/t has both quark and gluon contents due to the ax-
ial anomaly.). Second, UA(1) non-invaxiant magnetic moment of neutron is
introduced, which gives an erroneous result being non-vanishing in the ab-
sence of anomaly as we already remarked in eq.(3.16). Once one introduces

the U,_(1) invariant magnetic moment in their approach and uses the 7'- N
coupling from the quark model, NEDM vanishes due to the contact photon-

rf-nucleon coupling. 3T

In ref.32, the current algebra and the chiral perturbation is used to evalu-

ate the CP-violating pion-nucleon coupling g_N induced by L_/p/, which gives
rise to NEDM from the one pion loop. At the first look, the result does not

seem to vanish when mn,----_m,_. However, if one treats the CP violating l:ion-
nucleon coupling g_g more carefully, one finds that the factor a/(1 +aTrM -1)

should be multiplied when a is finite. The factor reduces to 1 in the limit

m,_/m n, << 1 but vanishes in the limit a ---, 0. (See the derivation of Dh in
ref.29.) Therefore, as far as one has keep in mind this correction (numerically
this is a minor correction though), the result is all right. Only a remaining

question, although it has nothing to do with the consistency to the WT iden-

tity, is whether this leading term near the chiral limit is really a main term
in the real world where m_ = 140MEV, which was properly addressed by

Cea and Nardulli. x6We will come to this point later, g_Y is also calculated

by using the chiral quark model, aa the chiral bag model 34,31and the Skyrme
model, 35 which axe essentially the variant of ref.32.

It is instructive to consider more about the relation between (i) and (ii)

within our effective Lagrangian approach. In approach (i) we have to use the

following total action:

f-,M(U, O) + _gs(B, V), (3.18)

while in approach (ii) there are several choices for Es with the mesonic part
given by (3.6). The most naive choice is

EM(Ue -ie)_°/2, O) Jr EB(B, Ue-i°_°/2), (3.19)
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where

£B(B, Ue -_°_°/2) = 9(/7" 0 - aUthe'e'r_;'°/2)B

-7[_MB + [_au_Utse_°_a°/2B(O_A"). (3.20)

At the quark level, this choice is rather strange since the quarks in the baryon
are unchanged while the quarks in the meson are transformed under the UA(1)

rotation. Furthermore, the CP violating effect appears in several places;
the complex baryon mass, the CP violating baryon-meson interaction, the
explicit electric dipole moment of the baryon and so on. Each term does

not have a definite physical meaning; only the sum of all effects has physical
relevance. A more reasonable and simpler choice is

£s(e -i°_5_°/4B, Ue -i°_°/2) =/_(i7" 0- aUts)B (3.21)

-7[_Me-_°_5_°/2B + BI_au_U*sB(O_AU),

where the CP violating term appears only in the explicit symmetry breaking
term. Another choice adopted in ref.29 is a little complicated:

f_.,M(Ue -ibO)_°, O) + £B(eiCO'rh)_°/4B, Ue -ibO)_°) (3.22)

where b = a/m_ = (m_- m_)/(2m_) and c = --2ba/mn. This is chosen
so that 877° term is absent in /:M and the baryon mass is 7s free. (Here

we consider the Nf = 2 case for simplicity, though Nf = 3 in ref.29,32.)
In this choice of variables, the CP violating coupling/_A=BTr _ appears fl-om

the original CP preserving interaction /_A_Bzr=r/ by the replacement 77

77- (2b + c)8f_/2 and this factor becomes 7m2,f_/(2mN) (" b = 1/2 ) in the
large a limit. This CP violating interaction in this limit was used to calculate
the NEDM. 29'32

We come to the point to evaluate a contribution to NEDM which survives

even in the large N_ limit or equivalently in the tree level of hadron fields in

the realistic NI=3 case. As we have already demonstrated in the Nf = 2 case,

the UA(1) invariant magnetic moment is an essential ingredient. Eq.(3.2) is
our meson Lagrangian with

q( x ) = af ,_rl , a = m,, + m o

2 2m2h._ 2and M = diag(m_, m_., m,,), (3.23)
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where we have neglected the small isospin breaking. We introduce the baryon

field by B = ½(1 +75iBR+½(1--75)BL where BL and Bn transform as (3, 3")
and (3", 3) representation of the UL(3)® Un(3) flavor respectively. Then £,B
is written as

, f-.B = Tr[/}/'),. OB]- aTr[BLUBRU + [_RUtBLU "(]

+STr[BLUBnM + [_RUtBLM]

+'_Tr[[3LMBRU 4- BRMBLU t]

+eTr[MU + MU t] Tr[[_LUBRU + [_RUtBLU t]

+ (magnetic moment). (3.24)

The 6, 7 and e terms d mote the U(3) breaking. The last term denotes

the magnetic moment of the octet baryons, the precise form of which is
irrelevant here except that it is UA(1) invariant. The parameters 6 and 7 arc
determined by the baryon mass splitting, while a and e can be determined 2s'29
by the nucleon mass and the rr- N sigma term. Note that our a, 6 and 3,

corresponds to f,_/V_ times a, 6 and 7 in ref.29. A more general form of
the UL(3) ® Ua(3) invariant part of the effective Lagrangian has D and F
terms for the pv-coupling. 3s In our case, however, such details are irrelevant

since pv-couplings do not contribute. On the other hand, in the approaches

calculating the one loop diagram, they are important to get the observed g_g
at the tree level i.e., the Goldberger-Treiman relation g,_N = (F + D)mN/f_.

To evaluate NEDM, it is convenient to define the chiral invariant nucleon

field by

BL = v/'UNLVr'U and Bn = ffU--fNR_'-_, (3.25)

Using this, expanding U up to the first order of the meson fields and retaining
only the part relevant for the neutron (n), we get

EB _ fi(i')'' 0 - mg)n + (pv -- coupling)

-(rf g,, + _Tgn)fii'_sn+ #,fiau,,n(O_'au), (3.26)

with

I 2 "),m_sin( ¢o)],
g,, = -_-_[v_6(2m_- - m=) cos(¢ + ¢0) + ¢ +

1

g, = 7_ [-V/26(2m_,. - m_) sin(¢ + ¢o) -4-"ym_ cos(¢ -4-¢o)1. (3.27)
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Here mN = a--2c(2m_c + 2 2 _'m_, #. is mag-m,_)--6(2m g - m_) - 2 the neutron

netic moment and we have used a relationbetween the flavor eigenstates (r]°
and 77s ) and the mass eigenstates ( 77and 77');

77°=r/'cos¢-r/sin¢ ,

' 77s = 77cos ¢ + r/' sin ¢ , (3.28)

wi_h the empirical mixing angle 39 ¢ = -11 ° ,_ -20 °. and ¢o = 54.73 °

(tan¢0 = v/2). Owing to the fact that we introduce the magnetic moment
as an UA(1) invariant form, the contact photon-r/°-neutron coupling does not
arise in the choice of the variables here (as in case II in our previous example).

Here several comments are in order. (i) The term proportional to e in
(3.24) is irrelevant in our calculation since it does not produce Yukawa cou-

pling. (ii) The UA(1) breaking due to anomaly is solely governed by the
FF- 770mixing in LM, since we have used the effective action motivated by

the large Nc QCD. Therefore, the ps-coupling of 77° with neutron in eq.(3.26)
takes the value in the large Nc limit. (iii) As we already mentioned in the

NI=2 case, one can in principle add terms which break UA(1) invariance in

the magnetic moment by the quark masses such as Tr([_a,,_MB)O,A _. The
strength of such terms can be determined by the observed magnetic moment
of the octet baryons. We have found _hat the effect of the terms is -_ 10% of

the contribution from 6 and 7 terms in eq.(3.24). The detailed explanation
of this effect will be given in the separate publication. 4°

Using PCU1C, the problem is reduced to evaluating the matrix element

-i_(af,_) / d4x(n(p') [ T[r/'(x)cos¢- r/(x)sin¢]J_(O) [ n(p)), (3.29)

which is given by the diagrams similar to those in Fig.1. After a straightfor-
ward calculation, we get

D, = 8m_' + m, -
3 V2t_NN 7y c°s ¢ -- -- sin ¢)#'* 'm,,m_ (3.30)

which is proportional to "a" and vanishes in the chiral limit since gr'(,) is
proportional to the current masses. Note that the absolute value of the num-

bers in eq.(3.31) will be reduced by -_ 10% if one takes into account the

17
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magnetic moment with explicit UA(1) breaking due to M as we mentioned.

Furthermore, note that our Dm is O(N °) contribution while Dm due to the
pion loop is O(1/Nc). The latter can be easily seen if one remembers that

the pion-nucleon ps-coupling g,rN is O(N 3/2) and the parity violating pion-
nucleon coupling ,O_Nis O(N; "3/2) if one considers the multiplicative factor

a/(1 + aTrM -1) which we mentioned 1-_fore. Taking the experimental num-
bers for the hadron masses, we get an estimate for the tree level contribution;

Dm = -7.2.10-160e •cm for ¢ = -11 °, (3.31)

=-3.9.10-169e .cre for ¢=-20 ° ,

which is different in sign 41 and comparable in magnitude with the one-loop
result (+3.6 × 10-169) in ref.29. This result tells that one can neglect neither

of the following two contributions; one is a leading term in the large Nc limit

having a structure N °. m like our Dn and another is the leading term in the
chiral expansion having the structure NI 1 • m Inm.

Here we should mention briefly the same kind of calculation for the CP

violating condensation parameter or the topological sucseptibility K which

is defined by

= (-q(x))o _--9 / d4y(Tq(x)q(y)). (3.32)
6K

If only the disconnected part is properly taken into account in the calcula-

tion, K has to be proportional to both a and the current quark mass. The

evaluation using the current algebra and the chiral perturbation, however,

gives only the latter dependence, as can be seen in ref.26. Although K is

an off-shell quantity, (3.2)and (3.6)give the same result, since q is a purely
gluonic operator being chiral invariant:

-_ sin2 ¢)] (3.33)K - a[1 - 2a( c°s2-------_¢+ "--5--- ,
m 2 mr0

in NI -- 2. Here we took into account the isospin violation. In the large "a"
or small current quark mass limit, (3.34) reduces to the result of ref.26,

f_m 2
g - "T _" (3.34)

18
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As can be seen in all the above examples, the current algebra with chiral per-

turbation is always missing the factor "a". The reason is easy to understand:

Schematically every tree amplitud_ is proportional to the combination
a

N f rn--_s, (3.35)

in the flavor symmetric case. Here ms is the mass of the flavor singlet pseu-
doscalar meson. Once one adopts the lowest order of the chiral perturbation,

it reduces to unity. This tells us that we can improve the result of the cur-

rent algebra with chiral perturbation by simply multiplying N/a/rn2s which
is O(1/N_).

IV. Conclusion

In this paper, we have extensively examined the consistency of the calcu-

lation of the low energy matrix element of OF/_.

The anomalous WT identity tells us that the insertion of OF/_ in the

hadronic process is related to the disconnected insertion of L_ while the
connected insertion of L_ is merely the change of variables 50 which van-

ishes for the on-shell amplitude.

This simple observation gives a constraint on the use of the effective the-

ory to calculate NEDM and also makes it possible to diagnose the previous
calculations. In fact, one cannot construct the effective theory without UA (1)
invariance in the chiral limit. That also implies ali the CP violating matrix el-

ements have tc be proportional to the current quark masses and the strength

of the anolr,dy. We pointed out, in section 3, the problematic points of the

previous calculations of NEDM. Then we gave a new calculation of NEDM
which is consistent with the general constraints above and does not vanish

in the large Nc limit. The explicit inclusion of the UA(1) invariant magnetic
moment of the neutron is the essential ingredient of the calculation.

Finally we should mention that it is desirable to calculate NEDM from

the first principle. One possibility is a lattice QCD calculation, although

19
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there are several problems to be overcome as the recent analysis shows, s

Another interesting problem related to the operator F/_ is the spin content
of the nucleon 4a where the nucleon matrix element of F/c" plays a crucial
role. 44 Extensive studies using the effective Lagrangians and the lattice QCD

consistent with the WT identity are called for on this problem.
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Figure Caption

Fig. 1 : The tree-level contributions to NEDM in the effective Lagrangian

in case II. There is no contact photon-meson-nucleon coupling in this case.

Fig. 2 : The tree-level contributions to NEDM in the effective Lagrangian

in case I. 'there is a contact photon-meson-nucleon coupling from the UA(1)

invariant magnetic moment of the neutron.
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